
TAKING SURFACE  
PROTECTION TO  
THE NEXT LEVEL



PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT

Whether it’s a purchase, or a lease, a classic or a daily driver, your vehicle is an investment—protecting 
your vehicle cosmetically is vital to ensuring the long-term quality and condition. With proper care and 
maintenance, SPS Coatings protect your investment for when it comes time to trade in a lease or for 
when you list your vehicle for sale. The resale market value of your vehicle may even be higher than that 
of an uncoated vehicle.

WHY SHOULD YOU COAT YOUR 
VEHICLE WITH AN SPS COATING?

WHAT CAN I APPLY AN SPS COATING ON?

All coatings developed by SPS are safe to apply to your vehicles 
painted surfaces, wheels, plastic and rubber trim and even head-
lights. Our coatings provide bumper to bumper protection for your 
vehicle without the need to purchase additional formulas to coat 
specific parts of your vehicle.

GO BEYOND A SHOWROOM SHINE

With our professionally installed SPS Coating on the surface, you will maximize the gloss and color depth 
of your vehicle’s paint. When properly maintained, your vehicle’s finish will exceed a showroom finish for 
several years.

NO STRESS MAINTENANCE

An SPS coating provides your vehicle with a protective barrier between the surfaces of your  
vehicle and hazardous elements such as dirt, brake dust, tar, pollen, bird droppings and more.

It’s this protective barrier that makes routine maintenance easier by allowing these hazardous  
elements to be removed with less aggressive and potentially damaging wash methods. 
With an SPS coating, washing is needed less frequently. 

You no longer need to spend hours waxing your vehicle every month. Thanks to the advanced 
technology behind SPS Coatings, old-school waxing becomes unnecessary as the advanced  
SPS coating replaces the need for an obsolete coating such as a carnauba wax or a paste wax.



THE BENEFITS OF  
SPS GRAPHENE COATING
TAKE YOUR VEHICLE’S APPEARANCE TO A WHOLE NEW LEVEL

Graphene provides an extremely wet, glossy look, enhanced reflectivity, and has both anti-fouling & UV 
resistant properties. It can also enhance the color of your vehicle’s paint, brining out the true depth of the paint.

SPS Graphene creates an ultra-smooth surface that greatly reduces friction, thus lowering the amount of force 
created by abrasive actions that can otherwise cause fine-lines and scratches. This is achieved by Grapehene’s 
low surface friction and a contact angle of 125 degrees.

ENHANCED PROTECTION

When properly installed, SPS Graphene Coating greatly decreases the potential for water-spotting. Stubborn 
etchings will be far less likely to penetrate and damage the clear coat and paint on professionally treated 
surfaces. This makes SPS Graphene Coating ideal for vehicles that spend the majority of their time outdoors 
and exposed to the elements.

Graphene ensures that nasty bird droppings, harmful tree sap, dead bugs and harsh chemicals will be less likely 
to penetrate, stain and damage treated surfaces, making your vehicle’s paint look amazing despite everything 
working to damage it!

THE DURABILITY ADVANTAGE

Even at its simplest one-atom thick form, Graphene does not tear due to its high tensile strength.  
When combined with polydimethysiloxane (PDMS) coatings, Graphene helps to make an even better coating. 
Our Graphene coating cures into an advanced nano structure that bonds to the substrate creating a semi 
permanent layer protecting against the harsh elements.

EASY MAINTENANCE

SPS Graphene Coating makes washing and maintaining your vehicle easier thanks to next level self-cleaning 
hydrophobics, which makes for easy cleaning and drying. Using the SPS Graphene Detailer after and  
in-between washes will help to increase the lifespan of your vehicle’s coating.

GRAPHENE  
COATING
While we love Ceramic Coatings, we’re excited to bring our 
new super coating to the market. Welcome to the next level of 
vehicle coatings—SPS Graphene. Our Graphene Coating takes 
the concept of a Ceramic Coating and simply takes it to a new 
level of protection. Made from the world’s strongest material, 
Graphene boasts an amazing 5-year rated bond with the 
surface it is applied to when installed professionally.
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We are engineers, automotive enthusiasts, detailers and scientists.  

SPS is a U.S based company specializing in the development and 

production of high-end surface & paint protection solutions. 

We develop one of the most advanced protective coatings in the 

detailing industry known as Graphene—the most studied material  

in the world. 

607 Bridge Street, Grafton, WI 53024 
262-689-8437 
info@surfaceprotectivesolutions.com

WWW.SURFACEPROTECTIVESOLUTIONS.COM

@SPS_COATINGS SPSPROTECTIVECOATINGS

For application instructions and SDS information,  
scan this QR Code with  your smartphone’s camera.


